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Reason for *
change:

As with any plain-text XML encoding of any content, CityGML instance
documents quickly grow in file size . This makes CityGML files slow
to transfer over the Internet and the storage of CityGML documents
costly. Since XML generally compresses well, file compression can be
used to considerably reduce file size and speed up file distribution.
Well-known file compression methods such as GZIP are available for
this purpose. Furthermore, the OGC has proposed a binary XML encoding
format (Binary Extensible Markup Language (BXML) Encoding
Specification, OGC Best Practices Doc. No. 03-002r9) which not only
addresses space reduction but also scanning-costs as well as costs
for the conversion of text-encoded numerical coordinate and
observation values.
However, CityGML instance documents often contain references to other
files (local or remote) such as additional (City)GML content
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documents, texture images, or prototypical library objects referenced
by core:ImplicitGeometry in any proprietray format (e.g., VRML, X3D,
DXF, 3ds, etc.). What is needed in addition to file compression is a
compression archive format for CityGML documents and their related
files. The format shall define a standardized way how to handle
CityGML archives, on which applications can rely. For example, the
format should include a fixed content structure (e.g., a single root
CityGML document and a fixed subfolder structure for different types
of related files), and define allowed compression methods such as
legacy ZIP as well as MIME types and file extensions. The archive
format of OGC KML (i.e., KMZ) may serve as example.

Summary of *
change:

1. Define a CityGML compression archive format which bundles and
compresses CityGML instance documents and their related files in a
standardized way.
2. Identify, examine and propose suitable file compression methods
for single CityGML instance documents.

Consequences if Compression of CityGML instance documents and their related files is
required in order to reduce file size and speed up transfer time.
not approved:
Without a standardized compression archive format, different
proprietary and application-specific solutions may emerge which
strongly affects data interoperability.
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